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(54) Identification system reader with multiplexed antennas

(57) An electronic system (8) is disclosed herein.
The system includes circuitry (10) for processing a sig-

nal and a plurality of antennas (12a-12b). A plurality of

switches (22a-22b) are also included. Each of the
switches (22a-22b) is coupled between the processing
circuitry (10) and a corresponding one of the antennas
(12a-12b). Each of the switches (22a-22b) includes first

and second power MOSFETs where the source of the
first MOSFET is coupled to the source of the second
MOSFET. The system (8) further includes circuitry (28)
for selecting of one of the plurality of switches (22a-22b)
to be on.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The following co-assigned patents are hereby
incorporated herein by reference:

Patent

No.

Filing

Date

Issue

Date

5.053,774

5.450,088

02/13/91

11/25/92

.10/01/91

09/12/95

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention generally relates to identification sys-
tems and more specifically to an identification system
reader with multiplexed antennas.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There is a great need for devices or apparatuses
which make it possible to identify or detect objects in a
contactless manner and over a certain distance An
additional desire exists to be able to change the data
stored in. or operating characteristics of. such devices

JusesT
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lhe devices or Wara-

It is. for example, desirable to request contactless
and over a certain distance identifications which are
uniquely assigned to an object and which are stored in
the dev.ce or apparatus so that, for example, the objectmay be identified. A determination may also be made as
to whether or not a particular object exists within a given
reading range. This concept can be used in a number of
applications including security identification (e g secu-
rity badges), inventory control, waste management
vehicle identification, and many others.

One such identification system is disclosed in U S
Patent 5.053,774 (774) issued on October 1 . 1991 ,oSchuermann et al. In that arrangement, the transponder .

(or responder) unit includes an energy accumulator
which stores the energy contained in an RF interroga-
tion pulse, which is transmitted from a reader {or interro-
gator). The transponder includes circuitry which senses
the termination of the reception of the RF interrogation
pulse and the presence of a predetermined energy
amount in the energy accumulator. The circuitry triggers
^atataon of an RF carrier wave generator operating
wrth the frequency contained in the RF interrogation
pulse. A signal generated by the RF carrier wave gener-
ator can then be retransmitted back to the reader
thereby conveying information stored within the trans-
ponder.

In some applications the reading repetition rate of a
transponder will be slow and it is desirable to couple a
number of reading antennas to a single RF reader mod-
ule. Therefore, there is presently a need for an identifi-
cation reader with multiplexed antennas.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An electronic system is disclosed herein. The sys-
» tern includes circuitry for processing a signal and a plu-

rah y of antennas. A plurality of switches are also
included. Each of the switches is coupled between the
processing circuitry and a corresponding one of the
antennas. Each of the switches includes first and see-

rs ^ po^er MOSFETs where the source of the firstMOSFET is coupled to the source of the second MOS-

of one of the plurality of switches to be on
In one embodiment, a novel switch/driver circuit is

20 used to selectively couple a first node to a second node
e.g to couple an antenna to a processing circuit. In this
element, a first power MOSFET with its drain cou-
pled to the first node and a second power MOSFET
transistor with its drain coupled to the second node« comprise the switch. The source of the second MOS-
i-et is coupled to the source of the first MOSFET i e
the MOSFETs are coupled antiserially. A bipolar tran-

C0UP'ed t0 tte 9ales of the and
second MOSFETs. A first diode is coupled to a high

first d ode and the emitter of the bipolar transistor. The
circuit also mcludes a resistor coupled between the col-
lector of the bipolar transistor and the first diode In this
circuit, a select signal is provided to the switch/driver cir-

35 cut.such that the switch/driver circuit is galvanically iso-
lated from the select circuit.

In yet another embodiment, the present invention is

.I t C°^',Ute 8 r6ader for an Ramification sys-
tern. Th.s embodiment includes interrogator processing« circuitry which has first and second antenna nodes A
nurnber of antennas are coupled to one of the antenna
nodes. A switch .s associated with each one of the
antennas between the antenna and the interrogator
processing crcuitry. Each switch is driven by a driver

?„

iver Cta* inc,udes a supp* ^
s coupled to the second antenna node of the interroga-
tor Processing circuitry. Channel selection circuitry is
provided to generate a select signal for each one of the

so rT-TU5 71,8 Channel *election circu« ^ galvani-so cally isolated from each of the driver circuits
The antenna multiplexer of the present invention^nU^e

?J
advanta9es "

R'*t, the antenna multi-

?^
W,th tHe PreSem invention™ °e the same

55 etc,
6

,h

ar

?,
amenna used with prior art m

astl? -m
,enna ^stenlcan ^PPort receive as wellas transmit functions to be multiplexed between the dif-

fej«tf antennas. This feature provides a significant
advantage by mulbplexing the transmit and receive
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functions as opposed to a receive-only antenna multi-

plexers.

Also, since standard antennas can be used, there is

no change in the basic reading characteristic when mul-
tiplexing several antennas to a single interrogator. This s

is not the case when multiplexing special receive-only

antennas to an interrogator.

The transmit antenna multiplexer can also be imple-

mented very easily since it is not necessary to change
anything inside the interrogator. The transmit antenna 10

multiplexer can just be plugged between the antennas
and the interrogation circuit.

In addition, the number of multiplexed antennas can
be expanded very easily and the number of channels
are unlimited. For one additional channel only the 15

driver/switch unit and one tuning matrix block (i.e., set of

h jumpers) have to be added, (The channel selection cir-

cuit must be expanded only if all selection lines are
already used up.) The tuning capacitors drive unit is

unaffected by the number of multiplexed antennas. 20

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above features of the present invention will be
more clearly understood from consideration of the fol- ?s

lowing descriptions in connection with accompanying
drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a known reader and
antenna; 30

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a reader with multi-

plexed antennas;

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a first embodiment
impedance tuning circuit;

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a second embodi- 35

ment impedance tuning circuit;

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a preferred

embodiment switch and driver circuit;

: Figure 6 is a cross sectional view of a power MOS-
FET which can be used within the switch circuit of 40

Figure 5; and

Figures 7A and 7B are a schematic diagram of a
specific embodiment reader circuit.

Corresponding numerals and symbols in the differ- «
ent figures refer to corresponding parts unless other-

wise indicated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENTS so

The making and use of various embodiments are
discussed below in detail. However, it should be appre-
ciated that the present invention provides many applica-

ble inventive concepts which can be embodied in a wide
variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments
discussed are merely illustrative of specific ways to

make and use the invention, and do not limit the scope
of the invention.

The following description of the present invention

begins with a short description of a prior art reader

described with respect to Figure 1. An improved reader
which includes a numberof antennas multiplexed to a
single reader circuit will then be described with respect
to Figure 2. A detailed view of a preferred embodiment
tuning circuit and switch/driver circuit will then be
described. Finally, a specific embodiment circuit is illus-

trated in Figures 7A and 7B.

Figure 1 illustrates a known system for coupling an
identification reader 10 to an antenna 12. In the pre-

ferred embodiment, the reader circuit 10 may comprise
a reader such as the one used in a TtRIS™ system man-
ufactured by the assignee of this invention. An example
of circuitry which may be used in reader circuit 10 is

described in U.S. Patent No. 5,053,774 issued October
1 ,

1 991
.
For the sake of brevity, this description will not

be repeated herein but instead is incorporated by refer-

An antenna transformer 14 couples the reader 10 to

the antenna 12. The transformer 14 can couple energy
from a transmitter within reader 10 to antenna 12 and
also from antenna 12 to a receiver within the reader 10.

In other embodiments, the antenna 12 could be used to

only transmit or only receive.

Capacitors 16a-16d are provided to tune the circuit

so that only the desired frequency energy will be trans-

mitted and/or received. Accordingly, the capacitors 1 Ba-
led and antenna coil 12 serve as a resonant circuit. The
four capacitors 16a-16d have been included because
often one capacitor will be unable to withstand the high

voltage and current at the antenna resonator. The paral-

lel and serial connection technique illustrated reduces
the current and voltage load on the capacitors 16a-16d.

It should be understood, however, that any number of

capacitors (i.e., one or more) can be used to serve this

function.

Also illustrated in Figure 1 is tuning capacitor 18.

The tuning capacitor 18 preferably comprises a variable

capacitor which can be adjusted to compensate for var-

iations in the impedance of the resonant circuit. In the

preferred embodiment, the tuning capacitor 18 com-
prises a plurality of binary weighted capacitors 20a-20n
coupled in parallel. Each of the capacitors 20a-20n has
an associated switch 21a-21n which can be used to

selectively include associated the capacitor 20a-20n in

the circuit. As is well known, six binary weighted capac-
itors will provide 64 (i.e., 26) possible capacitance val-

ues.

In some applications; it is desirable to include a
number of antennas 1 2a-1 2n with a single reader 1 0 as
shown in Figure 2. For example, if the reading repetition

rate of a transponder (not shown, see U.S. Patent No.

5,053,774 for a description of transponders which may
be used with the present invention) is slow, a number of

antennas 12a-12n can be connected to a single reader

10. The present invention discloses a multiplexer circuit

which can accomplish this goal.
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The embodiment of Rgure 2 includes interrogatorprocessmg circuitry 10. As mentioned above tS d?«*y 10 may include the reader circuitrySoSedTn

In this embodiment, both the first and second

node AN^2. The other tenia*"of the

nStT *n
and

h

12b ^ t0 ,he antenna 30node ANT1 through switches 22a and 22b, respectively
Comparmg Figure 2 with Rgure 1 it is L^i #J*

Figure
1 are implemented within interrogator process^^10lnHBu?2.Hc 1̂^^,

JSeS »«al to the present invention. In other words the trsreformer 14 and/or the capacitors 1 6a-16d 1 b•mplemented on-chip within the interrogator^rocessina

rn^I
0 as - Figure 2^r can'b?^mented externally as illustrated in Figure i

^
Dnver circuits 24a and 24b are also included in thereader arcuit 8 in Figure 2. Each driver circuit 24^s cou

£"t£2?VTspondin9 one of ,he

include? embodimen
'. ^ch driver circuit 24includes a supply node 26 which is coupled to the second antenna node ANT2. The prefer^ J*~r

driver/switch circuit 24 and 22'
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detail hereir^elowwith reference toCel
During operation, only one of the antennas 12a-12b™» be coupled to interrogator processing circuity 10Channel selection circuitry 28 is included to provide a

which J anne
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oroceTsl
a,6d e*tema

'
t0 »» int^°9atorprocessing crcurtry 10. ft should be understood thTtheetann. section circuitry 28 may be internaTS win'

28 comprises a decoder but other drcuitry can be usedAny circuit which receives an input and senates cS'or none, corresponding high (or .ow, voltagelS toeremaning low (or high, will suffice.

As discussed hereinabove with respect to prior art

inoci '^:
eSOnan, an,6ma «^ay nlTa un»ng capacrtor to ensure the proper frequency sionals will

Because ofZZ * ^ Pr0bl6m t6C0mes
Because of the drfferences in manufacturing, each of£e antennas 12a-12b will be a little different an^nere

tuninn ZJ T™**
°nB ,Uning circuit for individually

channel selection circuit 28 then selects which me of

While thls techmque provides individualized tunino foreachan,enna 12.1. is cumbersome because ofZZ™number of capacitors 18 required
9

The tuning matrix 30 of Figure 2 provides a bettertechrwjue for providing the desired tuning func^on The

To Zto!
CifCUit 28 C°ntr0,S th^ning ma^x

30 and the tuning capadtors driver 32. In the preferredembedment, the tuning matrix 30 contains aniXSSjumper arrangement for each antenna 12 Thl ^jumper arrangement is adoS by

SEES**
28 ^ ^o^t 32

interrogator processing drcuitry 10
*

I
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£
referred ,Unin

9 circuitry is illustrated in moredeta,, ln F(g 4 . A se{ QJ jumpefB^Jf^ ™*

and 34b w,ll be preprogrammed with the approoriateconnections so that the rxoper tuning capadtaSafu!
0 can be obtained. By way of example t^eS set of

bit (MSB, capacitor 20a and the least signrfLt bi(LSB, capacrtor 20d will be selected when the firsantenna 12a is selected. As another exempt2^second set of jumpers 34b is programmed sXa. tZ
e^wh^tL

bi, 20C and 20d "I *selected when the second antenna 12b is selected

assumTh T"*
th6

°P6ra,i0n 01 ,he '""ing drcuit

MSB and LSB jumpers are connected, the high voltaae

L'^oTlT^ 10 "** trans' aand 2 d through diodes 36a, and 36a4 . respectively As

ductrve and the corresponding capadtors 20a and 20dwill be coupled to the resonant drcuit

win noi?
9 thiS

1

0peration
- 1** capacitors 20b and 20cwill no. be coupied since the corresponding swrtch „an-
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sistors 21b and 21c will be non-conductive. In addition,

the second set of jumpers 34b will be isolated by
reverse biased, and therefore non-conducting diodes
36b.

It is noted that the tuning capacitors 20a-20d do not
require the more complex driver/switch circuit 24 and 22
(Figure 5) which is preferred for the antennas. This is

because there will be a different voltage across the
capacitors 20a-20d. In the embodiment of Figure 4, the
tuning capacitors 20a-20d are connected to the antenna
resonator via MOSFETs 21a-21d. However, the tuning

capacitor at a switched off MOSFET (e.g., capacitor 20b
and 20c if the first channel CH1 is selected) is charged
up with a DC voltage via the parasitic drain/source
diode of this MOSFET (21b or 21c in the example).
Thus a 'positive" DC voltage is charged onto this tuning

j,

capacitor. This leads to the fact that the voltage at the
drain of the MOSFET no longer becomes negative and
thus the parasitic diode is no longer conducting. So in

this special case, the switch and driver circuit of Figure
5 are not necessary.

The preferred embodiment driver circuit 24 and
switch circuit 22 will now be described in more detail

with reference to Figure 5. The switch 22 comprises
low-resistive and high-voltage power MOSFETs 40 and
42. The power MOSFETs 40 and 42 are coupled so that
the source S of the first MOSFET 40 is coupled to the

source S of the second MOSFET 42. This antiserial

connection is made to cancel out the parasitic diode (70
in Figure 6) which exists between the source S and
drain D of the MOSFETs 40 and 42.

Figure 6, which has been included to help illustrate

the existence of the parasitic diode 70, illustrates a
cross-sectional view of an exemplary power MOSFET
40 or 42 to illustrate the parasitic diode 70. When the
parasitic diode 70 is conducting, current flows from the
source pin S to the drain pin D through the following
regions: n+ source region 72, p channel region 74, n
substrate 78 and n+ drain region 76. Therefore, the par-

asitic diode 70 is formed by the p channel region 74 and
the n substrate 78. When the power MOSFET 40 or 42
is switched on, the p channel region 74 is transformed
into an inverted region and thus the power MOSFET 40
or 42 is conducting.

Because this parasitic diode 70 cannot easily be
avoided, one way to eliminate the conducting path (via

the parasitic diode 70) is to include an additional device
in series, e.g. another diode. In order to have a low
resistive path when the MOSFET 40 is switched on, the
second serial device is preferably another MOSFET 42. ;

This device gives low on resistance. When connecting
two MOSFETS 40 and 42 antiserially, there is no longer
a conducting path through both antiserial MOSFETs
(when switched off) because the parasitic diode 70 in

one of the two MOSFETs 40 or 42 will always be biased t

off. In other words, for each polarity applied to both
MOSFETs 40 and 42. there is always one of the para-
sitic diodes 70 blocking any parasitic current. Thus, no

parasitic current will flow from RF module 10 to antenna
12 (in Figure 5).

The power MOSFETs for the driver/switch circuit 24
and 22 can be selected according to the application. For

5 high quality factor antennas, high quality MOSFETs
should be used. For example, the resistance between
source and drain when the transistor is conducting

(RDS,on) can be 0.05 Ohms or less. But for applications
with antennas which have a low quality factor, MOS-

'0 FETs with a higher RDSi0n and low drain-source voltage
can also be used.

The switch 22 is operated by driver circuit 24.
Because the MOSFETs 40 and 42 are connected anti-

serially, the source potential (atnodes S) is floating.

»5 Therefore, the driver circuit 24 must also be floating. As
a result, the driver circuit 24 receives the select signal
SELECT (from channel selection circuit 28, Figure 2)
via an optocoupler 44. The optocoupler 44 comprises a
light emitting diode 46 which turns on a transistor 48

zo when the SELECT signal is low. While illustrated with an
optocoupler 44. any other input circuit which galvarji-

cally isolates the driver circuit 24 from the channel
selection circuit 28 can be used.

The transistor 59 is included so that the optocoupler
is 44 is active (i.e., conducting light emitting diode 46 and

transistor 48) only when the corresponding channel is

active (i.e., corresponding switch circuit 22 is conduct-
ing). This element therefore reduces the current con-
sumption of the whole circuit since there is only current

30 flow through the optocoupler 44 of an active channel. As
only one channel at a time is.active in most applications,

this reduction results in minimum current consumption
of the driver circuit 24.

The driver circuit 24 is supplied from high RF volt-

35 age (e.g.. several hundred volts peak-to-peak) of the
antenna resonator ANT2 (see also Figure 2). The resis-

tor 50 is provided to limit the current from the antenna
resonator and thus avoids damping of the antenna res-

onator. Zener diode 54 is provided to limit the voltage at

40 node 56. This voltage is limited so that it will not exceed
the maximum allowed gate-source voltage of the MOS-
FETs 40 and 42 and the collector-emitter voltage of the
drive transistor 59. The diode 52 rectifies the A/C signal
from antenna resonator node ANT2. Rectification is

« desired to store a DC voltage on capacitor 58. The volt-

age stored on capacitor 58 is used as gate drive voltage
when the MOSFETs 40/42 are switched on.

Because there is no AC voltage coming from the
antenna resonator node ANT2 when the transmitter is

so switched off, the MOSFETs 40 and 42 could not be
turned on from an idle start point (i.e.. when none of the

antennas are connected and the antenna resonator
node ANT2 has no voltage applied). Since the node
ANT2 cannot be taken to a high voltage until at least

>5 one of the switches 22 is on, another technique is

needed to store a DC voltage on capacitor 58.

Storing this DC voltage on capacitor 58 in an idle

state can be done via resistor 60 and diode 62. The
charge capacitor 58 is charged up from an external pos-

5
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itve supply Vcc via the following elements: resistor 60
diode 62, the parasitic diode 70 of MOSFET 42 and the
antenna terminal ANT1 (via the transformer to ground)
Therefore the parasitic diode 70 of the MOSFET 42 is
actively used in the. idle state to have a DC path to 5ground to store a DC voltage on charge capacitor 58
The charge on capacitor 58 enables to switch on MOS-
FETs 40 and 42. The diode 62, as well as diode 52 are
included to decouple the high RF voltage node ANT2
from the supply and node Vcc.

Jfl

It is noted that to start the system from an idle state
only one of the switches 22 needs to be enabled to con-
duct. In other words, the connection to supply node Vcc
resistor 60 and diode 62 may be eliminated from all but
one of the drive circuits 24a-24n in the system For is
example, if only the channel 1 drive circuit 24a includes
the connection to the DC power supply, then the circuit
would always be started by selecting channel 1. After
the antenna resonator node ANT2 charges up any of
the other channels may be selected. x

A more specific schematic diagram of an embodi-
ment of the present invention is illustrated in the circuit
of Figures 7A and 7B. The circuit of Figures 7A and 7B
provides further details as to the specific configuration
and some of the component values which can be used 25
to implement the present invention. The circuit has been
labeled with reference numerals which correspond to
those used in the previously discussed figures. In this
embod.ment. inverters HC04 have been included and
as a result the polarity of the diodes 36 has been so
reversed. It is of course understood that other specific £
designs could be utilized to implement the broad con-
cepts described herein.

Claims

1 • An electronic system comprising

:

circuitry for processing a signal;

a plurality of antennas;
'

a plurality of switches wherein each of said
switches is coupled between said circuitry for
processing and a corresponding one of said
antennas, each of said switches including first

and second power MOSFETs each having a
source, a gate and a drain, wherein the source
of the first power MOSFET is coupled to the
source of the second power MOSFET; and
select circuitry for selecting at most one of said
plurality of switches to be on.

2. The system of daim 1 wherein said first and second
power MOSFETs comprise n-channel power MOS-
FET transistors.

3. The system of claim 2 and further comprising a plu-
rality of driver circuits, each of said driver circuit
associated with one of said switches for driving said

switch, each said driver circuits coupled to said
select circuitry.

4. The system of claim 3 wherein each of said driver
circuits includes an optocoupler for receiving a
select signal from said select circuitry.

5. The system of claim 4 wherein each of said driver
circuits further includes:

a first resistor coupled to a high voltage node of
an antenna resonator;

a rectifying circuit coupled to said first resistor
a bipolar transistor for receiving said select sig'-
nal from said optocoupler. said bipolar transis-
tor having an emitter, a collector and a base
said base of said bipolar transistor coupled to
said gates of each of said first and second
power MOSFETs; and
a zener diode coupled between said rectifying
circuit and said emitter of said bipolar transis-
tor.

The system of Claim 5 wherein said rectifying cir-
cuit is a first diode.

The system of claim 6 and further comprising a plu-
rality of tuning capacitors, said tuning capacitors
selectively associated with each of said antennas.

The system of claim 7 wherein said tuning capaci-
tors comprise binary weighted capacitors.

9. The system of Claim 8 wherein said drain of said
* first power MOSFET is coupled to a first node of

said circuitry for processing and said drain of said
drain of said second power MOSFET is coupled to
a second node of said circuitry for processing
through one of said antennas.

0

10. The system of Claim 9 wherein each of said driver
circuits further include:

a zener diode coupled between said first diode
r and said emitter of said bipolar transistor;

a second resistor coupled between said collec-
tor of said bipolar transistor and said first diode-
and

said optocoupler for coupling said select signal
from said select circuitry to said driver circuit
such that said driver circuit is galvanically iso-
lated from said select circuitry.

11. The system of daim 10 wherein each of said driver
circuits further includes a capadtor coupled in par-
allel with said zener diode.

12. The system of Claim 1 1 wherein each of said driver
circuits further includes:

6
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a third resistor coupled to a supply voltage

node;

a second diode coupled between said third

resistor and said capacitor ; and
a fourth resistor coupled between said second s

diode and said base of said bipolar transistor.

1 3. The system of Claim 1 2 wherein each of said driver

circuits is coupled to a power supply at said supply
voltage node for supplying power to at least one of w
said driver circuits during a start-up phase.

14. The system of claim 13 further including:

at least one resonant capacitor with a first ter- is

minal coupled to said first node;

a plurality of tuning capacitors;

a tuning matrix, said tuning matrix including a
plurality of sets of jumpers wherein each of said

sets of jumpers corresponds to one of said 20

antennas, said tuning matrix for receiving a
tuning select signal from said select circuitry so
that selective ones of said plurality of tuning

capacitors are coupled to said resonant capac-
itor. 2S

15. The system of claim 14 wherein said at least one
resonant capacitor comprises two resonant capaci-

tors coupled in series, wherein said tuning capaci-
tors are coupled between said two resonant 30
capacitors.

16. The system of claim 1 4 wherein said tuning capac-
itors comprise a plurality of selectively coupled
binary weighted capacitors. 35

17. An identification system including a reader in

accordance with any of Claims 1-16.
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